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Abstract

It has often been argued that all techniques of standard setting are

arbitrary and likely to yield different results for different techniques

or persons. This paper deals with a related but hitherto ignored aspect of

standard setting, namely the possibility that Angoff or Nedelsky judges

misspecify the probabilities of the borderline student's success on the

items because they do not use the psychometric properties of the items

consistently. A latent trait method is proposed to estimate such misspeci-

fications and an index of consistency is defined which can be used for

deciding whether standards are set consistently enough for use in practice.

Also, results from an empirical study are given which illustrate the use

of the method in a typical educational situation. Thy results indicate

that serious errors of specification can be expected and that, on the

whole, these will be considerably larger for the Nedelsky than for the

Angoff technique.
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A LATENI TRAIT METHOD FOR DETERMINING

INCONSISTENCIES IN THE USE OF THE

ANGOFF AND NEDELSKY TECHNIQUES OF STANDARD SETTING

An important problem in mastery testing is the setting of cutoff

scores. Two separate cutoff scores must be determined---the true cutoff

score and the cutoff score on the observed score variable. The problem of

setting the former is usually called a standard-setting problem. Several

techniques for solving this problem are available. Cutoff scores on the

observed score variable can be determined best using a decision-theoretic

approach.

In objectives-based instructional programs, which is the area where

mastery testing typically is applied, standards are the translation of

the learning objectives into cutoff scores on the true score scale. They

constitute the predetermined levels that the student's true performance

must exceed to be granted the mastery status and to be allowed to proceed

with the next instructional unit. Or, in other words, standards are the

expected test performances of a student who just meets the requirements

formulated in the learning objectives. There is an extensive literature

on standard-setting techniques which recently has been reviewed by several

authors. Glass (1978) gives a critical review and reminds us of the fact

that all standard-setting techniques ultimately rest on some (arbitrary)

judgement. Other reviews that can be recommended are those by Hambleton

(1980), Hambleton, Powell, and Eignor (1979), Jaecer (1979), and Shepard

(1980a, 1930b). In this paper, the emphasis will be on the Angoff (1971)

and Nedelsky (1954) standard-setting techniques. These techniques are
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commonly classified as techniques based on judgment of test content.

Once a standard has been set, the cutoff score on the observed score

variable must be determined. This can be done optimally within the frame-

work of (Bayesian) decision theory. In such an approach, an explicit loss

function weighting the consequences of the outcomes is chosen and the

cutoff score on the test is selected such that the expected loss is

minimal.

Occasionally, the necessity of determining a separate cutoff score

on the test seems to be forgotten. This is the case, for example, in all

those applications of the Nedelsky technique in which the resulting standard

is used as a cutoff score against which the observed test scores can be

judged directly. However, this amounts to assuming that the students' ob-

served test scores are equal to their true scores, i.e., that the test is

free of measurement error, which seems no realistic assumption. Also, from

a decision-theoretic point of view it can be shown that using the same

value for the true and observed cutoff scores entails the adoption of im-

plicit loss functions. It may be wondered whether one of these loss

functions would be chosen if an explicit choice had been asked for. Occa-

sionally, decision-theoretic approaches are classified as standard-setting

techniques. Such approaches are however techniques for minimizing the

consequences of measurement error when the standard or true cutoff score

is transformed into a cutoff score on the test. They ought to follow each

time a standard-setting technique is used. For further particulars about

the use of decision models in mastery testing, see van der Linden (1980a).

It has been argued that all standard setting is arbitrary (Glass,

1978; Shepard, 1979, 1980a, 1980b). This is correct since standards ought
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to reflect learning objectives end these ultimately rest on value judg-

ments and norms. Moreover, the various stbridard-setting techniques available

differ, more or less, in the conception of mastery underlying the way

standards are obtained. Thus, different results can be expected both for

different techniques and for different oersons using the same technique.

This has been demonstrated in investigations by Andrew and Hecht (1976)

and Brennan and Lockwood (1980). That all standard-setting is ultimately

arbritary has seduced Glass to the pessimistic conclusion that we should

abandon the use of these techniques. However, as Hambleton (1918) and

Popham (1978) have put forward, arbritariness does not necessarily have a

negative sense. There are many other instances in which arbitrary choices

have to be made and deliberate, defensible results are obtained. What

should be avoided is capricious standard setting, that is, standard setting

in which the learning objectives are incorsistently translated into the

true cutoff score and, in fact, erratic standards of mastery are obtained.

In a sense, the present paper addresses the second, negatively loaded

definition of arbitrariness. Its concern is not with comparisons of differ-

ences in standard setting between persons or techniques. Such differences

can be expected when persons bring different evaluations of learning objectives

or techniques are based on different conceptions of mastery. Rather, the

interest is in the occurrence of inconsistencies when a person uses the

Angoff or Nedelsky technique to set a standard for a given test. Inconsis-

tencies arise when the person's judgments are not in agreement with the

properties of the test items and judgments of different items in fact

imply different standards. An example is a person using the Angoff tech-

nique and assigning a low probability of success to an easy item but a

8
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large probability to a difficult item. These two judgments are clearly

inconsistent: the former implies a low standard whereas the latter indicates

that a high standard should be set. Inconsistencies can also be due to an

inadequate use of other item properties. Further examples will be given

below.

Obviously, the less serious the inconsistencies, the better the

standard. It seems reasonable to require that standard-setting procedures

must satisfy a certain degree of consistency before its results can be

used. So far, no attention has been paid to the occurrence of inconsistencies

in using the Angoff or Nedelsky techniques, and their results are employed

without checking their quality. This may be due to the fact that *classical

test theory does not provide satisfactory methods for analyzing such in-

consistencies. It is the intent of the present paper to show how latent

trait theory (Birnbaum, 1968; Lord, 1980; Wright & Stone, 1979) does provide

such a method and how a simple index of consistency can be defined which can

be used for deciding whether standards are consistent enough for use in

practice. Before doing this, the Angoff and Nedelsky standards will be dis-

cussed following a slightly different notation so that some of their proper-

ties can be indicated and the possibility of a latent trait analysis becomes

obvious. The paper also presents results from an empirical investigation

which demonstrate how the method should be used and shed some light on the

question how consistent the Angoff and Nedelsky techniques are when used in

a typical educational situation. In the final section, some additional

comments on the method and its results are made.

9
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The Angoff and Nedelsky Techniques

Although the Angoff technique was introduced only in a short footnote

(Angoff, 1971, p. 515), it has become one of the best known and widely

used methods of standard setting. It is suited for dichotomously scored

items and consists of the following few steps: A content specialist is asked

to imagine a student just meeting the requirements as formulated in the

learning objectives. This may be a hypothetical as well as a real student.

Keeping this borderline student in mind, he/she is requested to inspect the

test item by item and to specify for each item the probability that the

student will answer it correctly. The standard is equal to the sum of the

probabilities.

Let Pi (+10) be the probability that a student with mastery level e

answers item i correctly and let Oc denote the mastery level of the border-

line student whom the content specialist has in mind. In the Angoff method,

P.1 (+0
c

) is specified for each of the n items in the test and the standard

is defined by

(1)

n

Y Pi(+Iec).
i=1

Note that P.(+10) is not only the probability of success but also the1

expected item score for a student with mastery level e, since it holds that

(2) E(ui10) E 1.13i(+10 + 041 - Pi(+10)1 ,
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where ul. 0, 1 denotes the item score. In classical test theory, the true

number-right score for a fixed person, T, is defined as the expected value
n

of his/her observed test score, X = u4. From (1) and (2), it follows that
i =1 '

n n n

(3) / PiOder) = / E(u4le,) = E( / u.le ) = E(xle ) E T
i=1 i-1 ' i=1 1 c

c c

Thus, the Angoff technique translates the performances of a borderline

student, who just meets the learning objectives, in a true cutoff score

for the given test. This cutoff score can subsequently be used to determine

an optimal cutoff score on the observed score variable. For future reference,

it is noted that the relation given in (3) is known as the test characteris-

tic curve (Lord, 1980, p. 49).

The Nedelsky technique was introduced some twenty-five years before

the Angoff technique became known (Nedelsky, 195'). It is also based on

judgment of test content and uses the same setting of judges who, imagining

a borderline student, are requested to go through the test item by item.

However, it can only be used for multiple-choice items and is based on an

all-or-none model with respect to the item alternatives. It assumes that

a student knows which alternatives are incorrect and guesses between the

remaining alternatives (if more than one are left). It is the task of the

judge to indicate for each item the alternatives for which the borderline

student knows that they are incorrect. The Nedelsky standard is then set

equal to the sum of the reciprocals of the numbers of remaining alternatives

of the items.

Let qi denote the number of alternatives of item i and suppose that

11



.(c) is the number of alternatives for which the judge indicates that aki

student with mastery level knows that they are incorrect. According to

the model underlying the technique, the probability that this student

asnwers item i correctly is equal to the reciprocal of the number of

remaining alternatives:

(4) Pi(+10c) = [(I
i

- k
i
(c) 1.

L

The Nedelsky standard is defined as

(5) tc ..

1

.rf ig. - k.(0] .

1=1 " 1-

Note that this is again a true cutoff score since it is equal to the sum

of probabilities used in (3).

Obviously, the Angoff and Nedelsky techniques are based on different

conceptions of the behavior that a student exhibits when responding to test

items. In the Angoff technique it is only assumed that this behavior is

stochastic and that a student has different probabilities of success for

different items. The Nedelsky technique supposes that a student proceeds

by eliminating incorrect alternatives and then chooses at random between

the remaining alternatives. The assumptions underlying the Angoff technique

are extremely weak and consistent with the fact that behavioral measurements

are liable to error. The Nedelsky technique, on the other hand, asserts

that a specific behavior pattern can be expected, and this assertion can be
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true or false. That the Nedelsky technique is much stronger is also clear

from the range of values its probabilities of success can assume. In the

Angoff technique, these probabilities can assume any value (between zero

and one) but in the Nedelsky technique strong restrictions on the range of

possible values are imposed and, in ...: , only qi + 1 different values are

possible. Hence, it can be expected that there are many situations for which

the Nedelsky technique does not hold but the Angoff technique still does.

Latent Trait Analysis

The probability of a successful item response, Pi(+10), varies as a

function of the mastery level, e. Generally, the higher the mastery level,

the larger this probability. Latent trait theory is concerned with how

P.(+18) varies as a function of 0. It provides models for this function

(usually called the item characteristic curve) and meth( ,s for analyzing

their s .i-istical properties and their fit to test data

A versatile model in latent trait theory is the three-parameter logistic

model

1

(6) - b.)) ,

in which

ai is the discriminating power of item i;

bi is the difficulty of item i;

13
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cl . is a lower asymptote represeAting the

probability of guessing item i correct

(Birnbaum, 1968, pp. 399-405; Lord, 1980, pp. 12-14). The model is attractive

because of its flexibility and the fact that it expiicitely allows for such

item properties as difficulty, discriminating power, and the possibility of

guessing, all of which influence the probability of a successful response.

Foe ai = i and ici = 0, the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960; Wright & Stone, 1979) is

obtained. This model has unique, attractive statistical properties (Andersen,

1980, chap. 6) but is, due to the reduction of the number of parameters, less

flexible than the model in (6). More latent trait models are available. For

further particulars, the reader is recommended to consult the above references.

All latent trait models are approximations of the actual characteristic

function of the items under consideration. If a model fits this function

satisfactorily, it can be used for analyzing the item responses. For con-

venience, the model in (6) will be used to describe how latent trait models

can be employed for determining inconsistencies in the use of the Angoff

and Nedelsky techniques. The choice is not essential, however; any other

latent trait model could be used as well. The only important point is that

each item can be assumed to have a characteristic function showing how the

probability of a successful response depends both on the level of the student

and the properties of the items.

Method

Suppose that (6) holds for the n items for which '' 3 Angoff or
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Nedelsky technique is used. The first thing to note is that if a probability

of success is specified for a student on an item this in fact fixes his/her

level of mastery. For example, if a = 1.25, b = .80, and c = .20, and if the

probability of success is specified as .53, it follows from (6) that this

specification only holds if the student has 0 = .50. The value 0 = .50 may

point to another mastery level than that of the borderline student whom

the judge has in mind. If so, and inconsistency arises because the mastery

level of the borderline student and the properties of the item imply a

probability of success differing from the one the judge has actually speci-

fied. Suppose that another item has a = .80, b = -.20, and c = .30, and that

the probability of success is specified as .80. This implies 0 = .95, a

value contradicting the value 0 = .50 obtained via the previous item. The

judge is now inconsistent because he/she specifies probabilities of success

for different items that can never belong to the same person.

Inconsistencies as above arise because judges do not use the item

characteristic .'Action cor.ectly. This may be due to the fact that, for

instance, they misjudge the difficulties or discriminating powers of the

items or inadequately allow for the consequences of passing. The general

point, however, is that for each item there is specifi,, relationship

between mastery level and probability of success and that these relation-

ships can be used inconsistently when the success probabilities for the

borderline student are specified.

A special difficulty is associated with the use of the Nedelsky

technique. As only qi + 1 values can be specified for the probability

of success on item i, it follows from (6) that no more than qi + 1 values

for 0c are possible which each may differ from the mastery level that the

5 5
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judge has in mind. Misspecifications are thus quite likely to occur.

For convenience, a somewhat different notation for the probabilities

of success will be used. Let pi(s) denote the borderline student's

probability of success on item i as specified by an Angoff or Nedelsky judge.

The superscript s is used to indicate that subjective probabilities are

obtained. Further, the objective probabilities Pi(+16L), which follow from

the characteristic curve of item i for 6 . 6c, will be abbreviated as pi.

Now, a misspecification for item i occurs if

(7)
_

ei . pi
(s)

- pi

isunequaltouro.NotethatthevalueoC0) has been provided by the

judge but that pi i: unknown. Hence it is important to be able to estimate

pi. This can be done using (6) provided that the item parameters have been

estimated and the value of e
c
is known. However, the Angoff and Nedelsky

techniques yield a cutoff score on the true score scale, x
c'

and this scale

is related to the 6 scale via the test characteristic curve. Thus, the value

of e
c

can be determined by computing T
c

from (1) or (5) and using (3) from

the left to the right. Once this has been done and one of the available

computer programs has been used to estimate the iten parameters, (7) can

be estimated for the test items to determine how consistently the judge

has worked.

It seems obvious to compute

J6
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(8) E E IN(S) - pil/n,

1 =1 '

when is the average absolute error of specification for the n items of the

test. To obtain an index of consistency, however, the scale of (8) must be

reversed. Moreover, due to the fact that the maximal size of ei depends on

pi, (8) will mostly be restricted to the interval CO, cl, 0 < c < 1, while

indices on CO, 1] are common in educational measurement.

Hence, a natural index of consistency is

M - E

(9) c
1

-

M_

where

n f.
M = e;"'/n;

i=1 '

e.(u) = max {pi, i pi}.

Note that e.(u) is the maximum absolute value of the error of specification

whichfollowsWieneitherp.(5/=Oorpi(s) 1 is substituted into (7).

C
1
is thus the degree to which the average absolute error of specification

deviates from its maximum possible value, measured on the standard interval

CO, 1].

For the Nedelsky technique a modification of (9) is needed because,

y7
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as a result of the discrete character of the Nedelsky probabilities, in most

instances the minimum value of Ipi(s) - pi! will be larger than zero. Gener-

ally, this minimum value is equal to

e(') = kqi - 1(1]-1 - pil,

where le is the value of ki (c) in (4) chosen such that e(9) is minimal. Let

n ,x
m = / e"")/n,

i=1

M - E
(10) C.,, E

' M - M

is a modification of C
1
that allows for the fact that for the Nedelsky tech-

nique the smallest possible value of E is equal to m. Note that C1 follows

from C
2

for m = 0. Note also that if both C
1
and C

2
are computed for the

Nedelsky technique, the difference C2 - C1 shows the reduction of consistency

due to the discrete character of the technique. This difference can thus be

used as a measure of the degree to which the model underlying the Nedelsky

technique fits t'e situation.

Based on the above results, a method for determining inconsistencies

in the Angoff or Nedelsky procedure can be used which consists of the

following steps:
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1. A latent trait model is chosen, its parameters are estimated, and its fit

is tested. Suppose that n items fit the model.

2. For these n items the Angoff or Nedelsky technique is used to specify for

each item the probability of success pi(s).

3. Using (1) or (5), the Angoff or Nedelsky true cutoff score, Te is computed.

4. The true cutoff score T
c

is transformed into the 6 scale of the latent

trait model via the estimated test characteristic curve (3). Note that

in (3), 6
c

is not an explicit function of T
c
so that trial values must

be substituted for the former until the in step 3 computed value of the

latter is obtained. This can be done, for example, using a short computer

program. The task is simplified by the fact that 0 is monotonically

related to T. However, some computer programs for latent trait analysis

standardly output the estimated test characteristic curve and in that

case 6
c

can simply be read off.

5. Next, substituting ec and the estimated item parameters into the model,

the estimated probabilities of success pi are computed.

6. The differences between pi(s) and pi show how the judge has misspecified

the probabilities of success. The latter are estimates of the probabili-

ties that he/she should have specified if the item properties had been used

consistently. An analysis of the differences reveals where large mis-

specifications have occurred and whether peculiarities in the judgments

are present.

7. Finally, C1 is computed to obtain an overall im:ression of how con-

sistently the judge has worked. If the Nedelsky technique has been used,

C2 is computed and C2 - C1 shows how large a reduction of consistency has

occurred because the Nedelsky model did not fit the situation.
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Results

An empirical investigation was carried out to illustrate the above

method and to compare results for the Nedelsky and Angoff techniques. The

items and Nedelsky data were taken from a previous investigation in which

the values of item information functions at the Nedelsky standard were

compared with pretest-posttest indices of item validity (van der Linden,

1981). All items were from a test belonging to the unit "Forces and Motion"

from a physics course introducing grade ten pupils to elementary mechanical

concepts. The test was written by professional item writers of the National

Institute of Educational Measurement, Arnhem, The Netherlands , in co-operation

with the Project Team Curriculum Development Physics of the State University

at Utrecht, The Netherlands. All items were of the three- and hour-choice

type. A latent trait analysis, based on the responses of 156 pupils to an

end-of-unit administration of the test, yielded 18 items showing a satis-

factory fit to the Rasch model (equation S with a= and c=0). For a futher

description of the test and the items, the reader is referred to van der

Linden (1981).

The Nedelsky data were obtained using nine judges who all were

involved in the curriculum development project. The judges were asked to

conform to the learning objectives of the instructional unit as formulated

in the project. The Angoff data were obtained for the same 18 items one

year after Or !delsky study took place. In this part of the study eight

judges were used.

Table 1 shows the Nedelsky results for the nine judges. The first

20
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Insert Table 1 about here

column gives the average absolute errors of specification. The next columns

show the values for the indices C
1
and C

2
and their difference. As the last

row displays, the mean error of specification in the whole study was no less

than .25 . The mean difference between the values of C
1
and C

2
in this study

was equal to .09 . As indicated earlier, this difference has to be explained

by the lack of fit of the model underlying the Nedelsky technique. The

deviation of C
2

from its optimal value of 1.00 cannot be ascribed to this

lack of fit but is due to inconsistencies in the judgments.

In Table 2 the probabilities of success on all items are given both

Insert Table 2 about here

for the least consistent and the most consistent judge. The first column

contains the Nedelsky probabilities which should be approximately equal to

the estimated objective probabilities in the second column. For Judge 2

the differences between the two columns show large variability about their

average absolute value of .30 . These differences, albeit still considerably,

are markedly smaller for Judge 5. The last two columns give the estimated

values of e
(u)

and e
(R)

on which the computations of C1 and C2 are based.

These values can also be used as benchmarks when inspecting the differences

P
1

.(s ) - p. for the individual items.

The results for the Angoff technique are given in Table 3. As this

21
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Insert Table 3 about here

table demonstrates, the average absolute errors are less serious than for

the Nedelsky technique. The mean error in the whole study was equal to

.18 . Correspondingly, the values of CI are higher than these in Table 1.

Finally, Table 4 gives more detailed information for the most con-

sistent and the least consistent Angoff judge. This information confirms

Insert Table 4 about here

the general findings from the investigation, namely that when using the

Angoff or Nedelsky techniques oru must reckon with serious misspecifications

of the probabilities of success from which the standards are computed but

that these are noticeably less unfavorable for the former than for the

latter.

Discussion

Three possible sources of arbitrariness in standard setting using the

Angoff or Nedelsky technique have been distinguished: (1) the interpretation

of the learning objectives by the judge, (2) the conception of mastery

underlying the technique, and (3) inconsistencies in specifying the

probabilities of success for the borderline student. It has been argued

that differences in outcomes as a result of the first two sources can be

expected and do not necessarily lead to unusable standards. What should be

22
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required is an explicit interpretation of the objectives as well as a conscious

choice of the conception of mastery which both can be defended when asked

for. The third source of arbritariness is serious, however. The results show

that errors of .20 - .25 are typical but that. especially for the Nedelskv

technique. errors larger than .50 are no exception.

The method proposed in this paper can be used for several purposes. An

obvious possibility is a routine check of standard setting results before

they are used in educational practice. Other possibilities are, for example:

(1) selecting judges meeting predetermined criteria of consistency, (2)

evaluating programs for training judges, (3) assessing the consequences of

modifications of standard-setting techniques, or (4) item analysis to detect

items yielding systematic errors across persons or techniques.

For all these applications, it is necessary that items are available

fitting one of the latent trait models. Two situations can arise. First,

latent trait models can be used for item analysis in which items not fitting

the model at first are revised or replaced until a test of appropriate length

is obtained that fits the model. This procedure, albeit not always possible

for practical reasons, is recommended because experience with latent trait

analysis shows that items having unwanted properties are often not detected

until such an analysis indicates that something is wrong. Moreover, all items

are calibrated before the standard is set and the method proposed in the

paper can immediately be used for the full test. Second, the case can arise

that it is decided to use the method for a test and a standard that are

already in use. This is no ideal situation for the above reasons. However,

even if not all items fit satisfactorily the method can still be used. In

this case a new standard is computed skipping items not fitting the model.
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The new standard is then used to estimate (7), (9), or (10) for the items

that do fit the model and these estimates give an impression of how consistent-

ly the judge has worked.
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Table 1

Results for Nine Judges Using the Nedelsky Technique

Judge E C1 C
2

C
2

- C
1

1 .25 .65 .74 .09

2 .30 .63 ./1 .08

3 .25 .65 .76 .11

4 .25 .69 .77 .08

5 .20 .75 .84 .09

6 .25 .69 .77 .08

7 .23 .69 .78 .09

8 .23 .73 .78 .05

9 .25 .67 .76 .09

Mean .25 .68 .77 .09
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Table 2

Estimated Probabilities of Success for Two Nedelsky Judges

Item p.;
(s)

Judge 2

(u)
p
i

e
i

(k)

i
e

(s)
pi

Judge 5

(u)

i

(k)
p. e

i
e

1 .50 .73 .73 .08 .33 .66 .66 .01

2 1.00 .11 .89 .12 .33 .08 .92 .08

3 1.00 .93 .93 .07 1.00 .90 .90 .10

4 .50 .50 .50 .16 .50 .41 .59 .04

5 1.00 .94 .94 .05 1.00 .92 .92 .08

6 .50 .84 .84 .15 .50 .79 .79 .12

7 1.00 .87 .87 .12 .50 .83 .83 .16

8 .50 .92 .92 .07 1.00 .89 .89 .11

9 .50 .71 .71 .05 .33 .63 .63 .04

10 .50 .86 .86 .13 .50 .81 .81 .14

11 .50 .74 .74 .01 .50 .67 .67 .08

12 .50 .16 .84 .08 .50 .12 .88 .12

13 .33 .82 .82 .17 1.00 .76 .76 .01

14 1.00 .22 .78 .01 .33 .17 .83 .08

15 .50 .26 .74 .02 .33 .20 .80 .05

16 .25 .62 .62 .12 .50 .53 .53 .03

17 1.00 .94 .94 .06 1.00 .91 .91 .09

18 .25 .17 .83 .07 .25 .13 .87 .12
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Table 3

Results for Eight Judges Using the Angoff Technique

Judge E C
1

1 .21 .73

2 .15 .81

3 .16 .81

4 .20 .75

5 .16 .80

6 .17 .78

7 .22 .71

8 .19 .76

Mean .18 .77
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Table 4

Estimating Probabilities of Success for Two Angoff Judges

Item pi
(s)

Judge 2

p e
"i (u)

P
i

(s)

Judge 7

p.
1

e
(u)

1 .70 .74 .74 .30 .57 .57

2 .50
,

.11 .89 .30 .06 .94

3 .80 .93 .93 .90 .87 .87

4 .30 .50 .50 .70. .34 .66

5 .80 .94 .94 .70 .89 .89

6 .90 .84 .84 .80 .72 .72

7 1.00 .87 .87 .50 .76 .76

8 .60 .92 .92 .30 .86 .86

9 .70 .72 .72 .30 .56 .56

10 .90 .86 .86 .60 .76 .76

11 .60 .75 .75 .70 .60 .60

12 .40 .16 .84 .30 .09 .91

13 .80 .82 .82 .50 .70 .70

14 .40 .23 .77 .50 .13 .87

15 .50 .27 .73 .30 .15 .85

16 .50 .62 .62 .50 .46 .54

17 .70 .94 .94 .80 .88 .88

18 .30 .18 .82 .50 .10 .90
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